
Top 5 free typing software

TutorType

TutorTyepe is a free typing app with a clean user interface. This 2MB tool makes learning very 
easy. This allows you to achieve greater proficiency and learn how to type without looking at the 
keyboard. Add custom words to its dictionary to enrich the database and focus on your primary task 
of learning to type.

This utility includes several typing tests to help you assess your current skill level. Equipped with 
ProTrainer, it monitors your typing and alerts you if a word is misspelled. TutorType is a great 
typing tutor, especially if you're not very familiar with computer keyboards.

Typing.io

typing.io is different from the other programs on the list. This free typing software is online and you
need to sign in with a Google account to practice. It is mainly designed with programmers in mind 
to improve their typing skills. Programmer productivity also depends on coding speed. typing.io 
helps programmers learn how to type special characters that are used while writing code.

The lessons offered by typing.io are based on open source code, allowing you to practice key 
sequences similar to real code. In other words, it helps programmers type code, thereby improving 
typing skills, providing feedback and accurate reports.



Typical bolt

Typing Bolt is an online typing trainer powered by artificial intelligence. An AI algorithm runs in 
the background to learn typing patterns and keep track of user levels. Once the app learns your 
typing patterns, it will suggest a customized typing course that is different for each user. It comes 
with a dark theme which is disabled by default.

Unlike other learning programs, it doesn't repeat the same word over and over. Instead, Typing Bolt 
suggests words that are often used in real life scenarios. In the background, Bolt's AI also sets the 
difficulty level by automatically analyzing your typing skills. Finally, it will provide a graphical 
representation of your work and will motivate you to achieve better results.

LT typing fingers

Typing Fingers LT is a free app that
can be downloaded and installed 
from the Microsoft Store. The 
focus is on the basics and method 
of touch typing. Touch printing 
helps you print faster and more 
accurately if you have a laptop or 
computer with a touch screen. 
Moreover, this method is said to 
help boost creative thinking. 
During touch typing, you do not 
need to move your neck from time 
to time and look at the keyboard. 
This free tool also offers mini-
games to help you speed up your 

typing and learn touch typing just for fun. Research Paper Writing
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Quick Typing Tutor

Rapid Typing Tutor is a simple yet powerful software that helps you improve your typing skills with
ease. In addition to printing speed, it also increases printing accuracy. This app offers simulated 
keyboards available in different languages such as Spanish, Russian, German, French, Dutch and 
English. You can download a portable version of Rapid Typing Tutor spiced with beautiful colors if 
you don't want to install it on your computer. It supports both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of 
Windows. If you are new to typing, we recommend that you download and use this tool. It will help
a lot to increase your typing speed step by step.
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